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The main objectives of this study were: 1) to study the factors in the structure of
effective classroom management behavior for teachers in mainstreaming classroom; 2) to
study the linear structural relations model of effective classroom management behavior for
teachers in mainstreaming classroom. The researcher designed the research methodology
using Exploratory Sequential Design. The sample in the first phase consisted of special
education teachers and experts in special education management, a total of eight
participants. In the second phase, the researcher used quantitative research to collect data
using the tool to find variables from the 403 samples. The instruments for collecting data
were an interview and questionnaire. The research using qualitative content analysis and
analyzed with statistical software (SPSS for Windows and Mplus version 7.4)
The research results were as follows: 1) Effective classroom management behavior
incorporates six elements include Creating a positive atmosphere in the class, the
agreement the class, the setting physical environment, behavior, instruction and
organization. The Confirmatory factor Analysis showed that the adjustment model fit with
the empirical data, with the following Goodness of Fit Indices of : Chi – square = 650.980 df
= 245 (p<.001) RMSEA = .064, SRMS = .050, CFI = .920, TLI = 910, CR = .926 and AVE
= 694 2)The linear structural relation model indicating the effects of psychological traits,
mechanical interaction and situational factors on effective classroom management behavior
for teachers in mainstreaming classroom fit with the empirical data, with the following
Goodness-of-Fit Indices of chi – square = 905.392 df = 273 (p<.001) RMSEA = .076,
SRMR = .0132, CFI = .943, TLI = .933. The influence between the variables in the model
both consistent and inconsistent. 3) Effective classroom management behavior was directly
affected by self–efficacy, job satisfaction and knowledge about special children, Empathy
pass on job satisfaction. Parental support pass on job satisfaction. Knowledge about special
children and job satisfaction. These variables could explain ninety eight percent of the
variance in effective classroom management behavior
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